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A correlation function formulation for the state-selected total reaction probability, Na(E), is
suggested. A wave packet, correlating with a specific set of internal reactant quantum numbers, a,
is propagated forward in time until bifurcation is complete at which time the nonreactive portion of
the amplitude is discarded. The autocorrelation function of the remaining amplitude is then
computed and Fourier transformed to obtain a reactivity spectrum. Dividing by the corresponding
spectrum of the original, unfiltered, wave packet normalizes the reactivity spectrum, yielding the
total reaction probability from the internal state, a. The procedure requires negligible storage and
just one time-energy Fourier transform for each initial reactant state, independent of the number of
open channels of products. The method is illustrated numerically for the one-dimensional Eckart
barrier, using both quantum-mechanical and semiclassical propagation methods. Summing over
internal states of reactants gives the cumulative reaction probability, N(E). The relation to the trace
formula @W. H. Miller, S. D. Schwartz, J. W. Tromp, J. Chem. Phys. 79, 4889 ~1983!#, N(E)
5 12(2p\)2 tr(F¯ d(H2E)F¯ d(H2E)), is established, and a new variant of the trace formula is
presented. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~98!01127-1#
I. INTRODUCTION
The time-dependent approach to reactive scattering is
appealing for a variety of reasons. It is conceptually simple,
reflecting the temporal sequence of approach of collision
partners, rearrangement of constituent atoms, and the subse-
quent separation of products in the course of a chemical re-
action. Moreover, it simplifies the formal theory of scatter-
ing; the definition of incoming and outgoing states is most
naturally cast in terms of time dependent wave packets, and,
since wave packets are square integrable, there is no need to
extend beyond the normal Hilbert space of bound state quan-
tum mechanics.1,2 Finally, the time-dependent approach to
reactive scattering in recent years has become a practical
computational tool, as a result of advances in numerical
methods for wave packet propagation and because of various
new expressions for the scattering amplitude3–7 and reaction
probability.
The complete information about the scattering is con-
tained in the scattering matrix, Sba(E). The square of an
element of this matrix gives the probability to obtain prod-
ucts with the final set of internal quantum numbers, b, in the
infinite future, starting with reactants in the initial set of
quantum numbers, a, in the infinite past, at total energy E .
However, the complete state-to-state information is generally
expensive to compute and for many purposes is much more
detailed than necessary. Accordingly, several formulations
have been proposed for directly computing the cumulative
reaction probability, N(E)5SabuSba(E)u2, or the state se-
lected total reaction probability, Na(E)5SbuSba(E)u2,
which may then be summed to yield N(E). Miller and co-
workers have suggested a variety of flux and complex ab-
sorbing potential formulations for N(E).8–13 Attempts have
been made to implement these formulations semi-classi-
cally,14 but so far numerical calculations are limited to 1D.
Zhang and Light have presented an alternative formulation
for N(E) in terms of transition state wave packets which are
the products of internal states and eigenfunctions of the flux
operator.15,16 Neuhauser et al.17,18 and Zhang et al.19–23 have
formulated and implemented methods for calculating Na(E),
in three- and four-atom problems, using a time-dependent
reactive flux approach, and Ja¨ckle and Meyer have devel-
oped a complementary method which uses absorbing
potentials.24
In this paper we present a new formulation of the state
selected total reaction probability. A wave packet, correlat-
ing with a specific set of internal reactant quantum numbers,
a, is propagated forward in time until bifurcation is com-
plete, at which time the nonreactive portion of the amplitude
is discarded ~if there is more than one product arrangement
channel, the amplitude into all but one channel can be re-
moved by a similar procedure!. The autocorrelation function
of the remaining amplitude is then computed and Fourier
transformed to obtain a reactivity spectrum. Dividing by the
corresponding spectrum of the original, unfiltered, wave
packet normalizes the reactivity spectrum, yielding the total
reaction probability from the internal state, a. No projection
onto individual final states is required, and thus the storage
requirements are negligible—just one correlation function
and a single time-energy Fourier transform for each initial
state. Moreover, the bifurcation of the wave packet is gener-
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ally complete well before the wave packet has reached the
asymptotic region of the potential, reducing the necessary
propagation time. The method is compatible with both
quantum-mechanical and semiclassical time propagation
methods, as we illustrate here using the one-dimensional
Eckart barrier. Summing over internal states of reactants
gives the cumulative reaction probability, N(E).
In Sec. II A we derive the correlation function expres-
sion for the Na(E), starting from the definition of the
S-matrix. The derivation, and indeed the final formula, are
similar in the spirit to the correlation function formulation of
individual S-matrix elements of Tannor and Weeks,3 but
many new pieces come into play here. In Sec. II C we show
the relation of the new expression to the trace formula
for N(E)5 12(2p\)2 tr(F¯ d(H2E)F¯ d(H2E)), of Miller,
Schwartz, and Tromp,25 and present a new variant of the
trace formula. In Sec. III we implement the approach using
both quantum-mechanical and semiclassical ~Herman–Kluk!
propagation methods to compute transmission through the
one-dimensional Eckart barrier. A major surprise is the con-
trast between the high accuracy of the semiclassical propa-
gation and the low accuracy of a classical criterion to define
the reactive portion of the initial wave packet. This loss of
accuracy can be avoided, but at considerable expense, by
re-expanding the semiclassical wave function in a new set of
trajectories after bifurcation is complete. Section IV is the
conclusion.
II. CORRELATION FUNCTION FORMULATION FOR
NaE USING THE PROJECTION OPERATOR
A. Derivation from the S-matrix definition
Consider the scattering process of a reactive system with
internal degrees of freedom. The Hamiltonian H governs the
dynamics of the system. It can be written as a sum of the
asymptotic Hamiltonian of reactants Ha
0 or products Hb
0 and
interaction potentials vanishing when the reactants and prod-
ucts are far apart
H5Ha
0 1Va5Hb
0 1Vb .
There are two alternative sets of eigenstates of H ,
$ca ,E
1 % and $cb ,E
2 %, which describe the reaction. Labels a
and b refer to the sets of internal quantum numbers, includ-
ing arrangement channels, for the reactants and products, re-
spectively. The wave function uca ,E
1 & correlates, i.e., is
equivalent in the asymptotic region, to the eigenstate of Ha
0
of the same energy with internal quantum numbers a. Simi-
larly, ucb ,E
2 & correlates with the eigenstate of Hb
0 with inter-
nal quantum numbers b. The two sets of eigenfunctions are
related to each other through the S-matrix, Sba ,
Sba~E !5^cb ,E8
2 uca ,E
1 &5Sba~E !d~E2E8!. ~1!
The reaction probability from the initial state with inter-
nal quantum numbers a to a specific final state of the reac-
tants with the internal quantum numbers b is proportional to
Sba* ~E !d~E2E8!Sba~E9!d~E82E9!
5^ca ,E
1 ucb ,E8
2 &^cb ,E8
2 uca ,E9
1 &. ~2!
Integration over E8 and summation over all b of the product
channel gives
(
b
Sba* ~E !Sba~E9!d~E2E9!
5^ca ,E
1 uS (
b
E dE8ucb ,E82 &^cb ,E82 u D uca ,E91 &
5^ca ,E
1 uPˆ 1uca ,E9
1 &, ~3!
where Pˆ 1 denotes the projection operator for products
Pˆ 1[(
b
E ucb ,E82 &^cb ,E82 udE8.  ~4!
Throughout the paper the integration over energy goes from
E50 to E5` . The lower limit of the integration over time
is t52` and the upper limit of the integration over time is
t51` . Henceforth, limits of the integration will be omitted.
In the spirit of the derivation of Tannor and Weeks,3 we
express the energy eigenfunction for a specific internal quan-
tum number a and incoming momentum, uca ,E
1 &, in terms of
an integral over the time evolution of a wave packet uFa
1&,
uca ,E
1 &5
~2p\!21
ha~E !
E dte2~i/\!HtuFa1&e ~i/\!Et.  ~5!
The wave packet uFa
1& is defined such that in the infinite
past it is localized in the asymptotic region of the reactants,
and is given as a direct product of the eigenstate of the in-
ternal Hamiltonian with quantum numbers a and an incom-
ing wave packet in the translational degree of freedom. The
function ha(E) represents the energy expansion coefficients,
defined as uFa
1&5*dEha(E)uca ,E1 &. Substituting Eq. ~5!
into Eq. ~3! we have
(
b
Sab* ~E !Sba~E9!d~E2E9!
5
~2p\!22
ha*~E !ha~E9!
E dt^Fa1ue ~i/\!Hte2~i/\!EtPˆ 1
3E dte2~i/\!HtuFa1&e ~i/\!E9t
5
~2p\!22
ha*~E !ha~E9!
3E dtE dt^Fa1ue ~i/\!HtPˆ 1e2~i/\!HtuFa1&
3e2~i/\!~Et2E9t!.  ~6!
Since the projection operator Pˆ 1 and the Hamiltonian H
commute we can reverse their order in Eq. ~6!. Changing
variables to t15t1t , t25t2t and introducing the new pa-
rameters E15(E1E9)/2 and E25(E92E)/2, Eq. ~6! be-
comes
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(
b
Sab* ~E !Sba~E9!d~E2E9!
5
1
2
~2p\!22
ha*~E !ha~E9!
3E dt1E dt2^fa1uPˆ 1e2~i/\!Ht2uFa1&
3e ~i/\!~E
2t11E1t2!
.  ~7!
Integration over t1 gives 4p\d(E92E), and replacing the
dummy variable t2 by t we get
(
b
Sba~E !Sba* ~E9!d~E2E9!
5
~2p\!21
ha*~E !ha~E9!
3E dt^Fa1uPˆ 1e2~i/\!HtuFa1&e ~i/\!E1td~E2E9!. ~8!
Integration of Eq. ~8! over E9 gives
(
b
uSba~E !u2[Na~E !
5
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
E dt^Fa1uPˆ 1e2~i/\!HtuFa1&
3e ~i/\!Et.  ~9!
Equation ~9! expresses Na(E) as the cross-correlation func-
tion of the reactive wave function Pˆ 1Fa
1 with the unfiltered,
incoming wave function Fa
1 ; in practice either one of these
wave functions can be propagated in time, or the propagation
can be partitioned between the two. The correlation function
expression and the whole approach is closely related to the
formulation for the S-matrix elements of Tannor and
Weeks,3,4
Sba~E !5
~2p\!21
hb*~E !ha~E !
E dt^Fb2ue2~i/\!HtuFa1&e ~i/\!Et,
~10!
where the wave packet uFb
2&5*dEhb(E)ucb ,E2 & is such that
in the infinite future it is localized in the asymptotic region of
the products, and is given as a direct product of the b eigen-
state of the internal Hamiltonian and an outgoing wave
packet in the translational degree of freedom.
B. Alternative expressions for NaE
Using the properties of the projection operator Pˆ 125Pˆ 1
and Pˆ 1*5Pˆ 1, we can rewrite Eq. ~9! in a symmetrized way
Na~E !5
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
E dt^Pˆ 1Fa1ue2~i/\!HtuPˆ 1Fa1&e ~i/\!Et.
~11!
The right-hand side of Eq. ~11! is manifestly real since it
involves the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation func-
tion, and for any autocorrelation function C(2t)5C*(t).
One can use the identities Pˆ 151ˆ2Qˆ 1 and Qˆ 125Qˆ 1 and
Eq. ~15! to find the total reaction probability through the
nonreactive part of the wave function uQˆ 1Fa1&,
Na~E !512
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
3E dt^Qˆ 1Fa1ue2~i/\!HtuQˆ 1Fa1&e ~i/\!Et
512
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
E dt^Qˆ 1Fa1ue2~i/\!HtuFa1&e ~i/\!Et.
~12!
We can proceed further by recalling that Fa
1(r ,R)
5V1
a (xa1(r)3g(R)). Here, xa(r) is an eigenstate of the
internal degrees of freedom, g(R) is an arbitrary incoming
wave packet in the translational coordinate and V1
a is the
reactant Moller operator defined as
V1
a 5 lim
t!2`
e ~i/\!Hte2~i/\!H0t.  ~13!
As shown in Ref. 3, the energy expansion coefficients ha(E)
can be found through the Fourier transform of g(R),
ha~E !5~ upau!21/2E dRg~R !e ~i/\!paR,  ~14!
where pa5A2m(E2Ea). Alternatively, it is possible to ex-
press the absolute value of the energy expansion coefficients
in terms of the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation func-
tion of uFa
1&,
uha~E !u25
1
2p\ E dt^Fa1ue2~i/\!HtuFa1&e ~i/\!Et.  ~15!
Expression ~15! can be used even if the wave packet uFa1& is
in the interaction region and distorted from the separable
product form, as long as the state correlates with a single set
of internal quantum numbers, i.e., evolves into a state with a
single set of internal reactant quantum numbers in the infinite
past.
Combining Eqs. ~11! and ~15! yields
Na~E !5
*dt^Pˆ 1Fa
1ue2~i/\!HtuPˆ 1Fa
1&e ~i/\!Et
*dt^Fa
1ue2~i/\!HtuFa
1&e ~i/\!Et
.  ~16!
This expression, Eq. ~16!, is the central result of this paper. It
expresses the state-selected total reaction probability as a ra-
tio of two spectra, that of the reactive wave packet divided
by that of the initial wave packet, which has both reactive
and nonreactive components. The latter spectrum normalizes
the former, ensuring that the total reaction probability is be-
tween 0 to 1 and that the result at each energy is independent
of the choice of energy distribution in the initial translational
wave packet.
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It is possible to construct the initial wave packet uFa
1&
by projecting an arbitrary wave packet uF& onto the specific
internal state a using Eq. ~15! for the energy coefficients,
uFa
1&5Pˆ auF&. The total reaction probability can then be
written as
Na~E !5
*dt^Pˆ 1Pˆ aF1ue2~i/\!HtuPˆ 1Pˆ aF1&e ~i/\!Et
*dt^Pˆ aF1ue2~i/\!HtuPˆ aF1&e ~i/\!Et
.
~17!
It is worth noting that all the expressions for the state
selected total reaction probability can be reversed to treat the
case of a single well-defined internal state of products,
summed over all internal states of reactants. To do so, the
labels a and b must be interchanged, the projection operator
must be redefined to project onto reactants as the final wave
packet ~which is separable into the outgoing wave packet in
the translational coordinate and internal eigenstate b of the
product internal Hamiltonian as t!`) is propagated back in
time.
C. Derivation of the trace formula from NaE
1. Preliminaries
The trace formula of Miller, Schwartz, and Tromp25,26
reads
N~E !5
~2p\!2
2 tr~F
¯ d~E2H !F¯ d~E2H !!,  ~18!
with the flux operator defined via the commutator of the full
Hamiltonian H and the Heaviside function h(s),
F¯ 5
1
2 S d~s ! pm 1 pm d~s ! D5 i\ @H ,h~s !# ,  ~19!
with s being the reaction coordinate. The direction of the
reaction is such that s52` corresponds to the reactants and
s5` corresponds to the products. The Heaviside function,
defined as
h~s !5 H 1 if s.00 if s,0 ~20!
projects onto reactants. It is a part of one of the alternative
expressions of the projection operator for products
Pˆ 15 lim
t!`
e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!Ht.  ~21!
The operator Pˆ 1 projects onto the states that are on the prod-
uct side in the infinite future. Another projection operator is
Pˆ 25 lim
t!2`
e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!Ht,  ~22!
which projects onto products in the infinite past. Its action on
the incoming wave packet is trivial, Pˆ 2uFa
1&50. A useful
relation between the projection and flux operators is
E dte ~i/\!HtF¯ e2~i/\!Ht5E dte ~i/\!Ht i\ @H ,h~s !#e2~i/\!Ht
5E dtS ddt e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!HtD
5 lim
t!`
e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!Ht
2 lim
t!2`
e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!Ht
5Pˆ 12Pˆ 2.  ~23!
We now rearrange a part of Eq. ~18! using Eq. ~23!,
~2p\!2d~E2H !F¯ d~E2H !
5E dte ~i/\!~H2E !tF¯ E dte ~i/\!~2H1E !t
5E dt2E dte ~i/\!Ht i\ @H ,h~s !#
3e2~i/\!Hte2~i/\!~H2E !t
2
5E dt ddt $e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!Ht%E dt2e2~i/\!~H2E !t2
5 S limt!` e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!Ht
2 lim
t!2`
e ~i/\!Hth~s !e2~i/\!Ht D2p\d~E2H !
52p\~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!d~E2H !. ~24!
In the intermediate steps of the derivation we made the sub-
stitution t25t2t . Thus, Eq. ~18! can be rewritten as
N~E !5p\ tr~F¯ d~E2H !~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!!,  ~25!
which is an interesting alternative expression for the cumu-
lative reaction probability.
2. Getting the trace expression for NE
We now return to the correlation function expression,
Eq. ~11!, and manipulate it into a form closely resembling
Eq. ~25!,
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Na~E !5
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
E dt^Fa1uPˆ 1e2~i/\!HtPˆ 1uFa1&e ~i/\!Et
5
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
E dt^Fa1u~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!
3e2~i/\!Ht~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uFa
1&e ~i/\!Et ~26!
5
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
E dt^Fa1u S E dte ~i/\!HtF¯ e2~i/\!Ht D
3e2~i/\!Ht~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uFa
1&e ~i/\!Et ~27!
5
~2p\!21
uha~E !u2
E dt1E dt^Fa1ue ~i/\!~H2E !t
3F¯ ~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!e2~i/\!~H2E !t
1
uFa
1& ~28!
52p\^ca ,E
1 uF¯ ~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uca ,E
1 &. ~29!
We used the fact that Pˆ 2uFa
1&50 to obtain Eq. ~26!. Then
we used Eq. ~23!, relating projection operators to the flux
operator, to get Eq. ~27!. Substituting t15t1t , changing
variables of integration from (t ,t) to (t1,t) and using the
commutativity of the projection operator with the Hamil-
tonian we get Eq. ~28!. Finally, the expression for the energy
eigenfunction was used to arrive at Eq. ~29!.
Summing over a for the cumulative reaction probability,
N~E !5(
a
Na~E !5(
a
2p\^ca ,E
1 uF¯ ~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uca ,E
1 &
52p\(
a
E dE8^ca ,E81 uF¯ ~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!
3d~E2E8!uca ,E8
1 & ~30!
52p\(
a
E dE8^ca ,E81 uF¯ d~E2H !
3~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uca ,E8
1 &.  ~31!
Integration over the energy E8 is introduced to approach the
trace form and the order of Pˆ 1 and d(E2H) is changed
since they commute. Now Eq. ~31! resembles Eq. ~25!,
evaluated in the energy eigenfunction basis set, except that
the set $ca ,E
1 %, as defined by Eq. ~5! is not complete. This set
describes just the pure outgoing waves in the product chan-
nel. There is another set of the energy eigenfunctions $ca ,E* %
which are orthogonal to $ca ,E
1 % and describe pure incoming
waves in the product channel and are complex conjugates ~or
time reversed! of the eigenfunctions $ca ,E
1 %. Functions
$ca ,E* % form the subspace where the operator Pˆ 2 acts non-
trivially, but Pˆ 1uca ,E* &50. We now add these terms to com-
plete the trace evaluation in the complete set of the energy
eigenfunctions. We can rewrite Eq. ~30! to make it explicitly
real
2p\(
a
^ca ,E
1 uF¯ ~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uca ,E
1 &
52p\(
a
^ca ,E
1 uF¯ S E dte ~i/\!HtF¯ e2~i/\!Ht D uca ,E1 & ~32!
52p\(
a
^ca ,E
1 uF¯ S E dte ~i/\!~H2E !t DF¯ uca ,E1 &
5~2p\!2(
a
^ca ,E
1 uF¯ d~H2E !F¯ uca ,E
1 & ~33!
5~2p\!2(
a
1
2 ~^ca ,E
1 uF¯ d~H2E !F¯ uca ,E
1 &
1^ca ,E* uF¯ d~H2E !F¯ uca ,E* &!. ~34!
Above we used Eq. ~23! once again. In Eq. ~34! we added
the term
^ca ,E* uF¯ d~H2E !F¯ uca ,E* &
5~^ca ,E
1 uF¯ d~H2E !F¯ uca ,E
1 &!*
5^ca ,E
1 uF¯ d~H2E !F¯ uca ,E
1 &,
which is the complex conjugate of the real expression ~33!,
divided by a factor of 2. Thus, we can rewrite Eq. ~29! as
N~E !5p\(
a
E dE8~^ca ,E81 uF¯ d~E2H !~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uca ,E81 &
1^ca ,E8
* uF¯ d~E2H !~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!uca ,E8* &!
5p\ tr~F¯ d~E2H !~Pˆ 12Pˆ 2!!
5
~2p\!2
2 tr~F
¯ d~E2H !F¯ d~E2H !!,  ~35!
where, using Eq. ~25!, we have finally arrived to the trace
expression ~18!.
III. NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
A. General considerations
The correlation function expressions, Eqs. ~9! and ~11!,
formally require three time propagations:
~1! Propagation of the wave packet uFa
1& forward in time
into the infinite future followed by the projection onto
the products.
~2! Propagation back in time up to t50 to complete the
construction of the uPˆ 1Fa
1&.
~3! Calculation of the correlation function C(t)
5^Fa
1(0)uPˆ 1Fa1(t)&, or the autocorrelation function
Ca(t)5^Pˆ 1Fa1(0)uPˆ 1Fa1(t)& for t5@2` ,`# .
In practice, some of the steps can be combined. The maximal
propagation time T in the first step can be determined from
the approaching of the norm of the wave function in the
product region *0
`dsuFa
1(s ,t)u2 to a constant value ~s is a
reaction coordinate!. This happens before the wave packet
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reaches the asymptotic region, while transitions between dif-
ferent internal states of products can still be happening. The
projection onto the products consists of simply multiplying
the wave function by the Heaviside function ~20!. The auto-
correlation function of the initial wave packet can be calcu-
lated as part of the first step, if Eq. ~15! is used for the energy
expansion coefficients h(E). However, the second step, the
propagation back to t50, is not necessary. One can start
computing the autocorrelation function of the projected wave
function Ca(t)5^Pˆ 1Fa1(T)ue2(i/\)HtuPˆ 1Fa1(T)& . Propaga-
tion just forward or just backward in time will be sufficient
since Ca(2t)5Ca*(t). Propagation back seems to be more
practical because it requires a smaller grid than the further
propagation forward. Moreover, using Eq. ~9!, one can
calculate the cross-correlation function of the projected
wave function and the initial wave packet Cc(T1t)
5^Fa
1(0)ue2(i/\)HtuPˆ 1Fa1(T)& for times t5@T ,0# . This
correlation function Cc(t) also satisfies the property
Cc(2t)5Cc*(t), since Eqs. ~9! and ~11! are equivalent.
Figure 1 illustrates this procedure for a scattering on a
barrier in one dimension.
B. Using the quantum-mechanical propagator
We applied Eqs. ~9! and ~11! with operators Pˆ 1 and
Pˆ 12 for a one-dimensional test problem, the Eckart barrier
scattering. The parameters of the potential, V(s)
516 cosh22(1.1243s), correspond to the parameters for the
hydrogen exchange reaction and the mass is unity. The initial
wave packet has the Gaussian form
F1~s ,0!5~2a/p!1/4 expS 2a~s2s0!21 i\ p0~s2s0! D
~36!
with a56, s053.5, p056 in the units of \51, m51. The
initial wave packet was propagated up to time T56 with the
time step dt50.006 using the FFT method.27 Then, F1(s ,t)
was multiplied by the Heaviside function ~20!, FPˆ
1(s ,T)
5h(s)F1(s ,T), and propagated back in time until t50. At
the same time, the function C(T1t)5^F1(0)uFPˆ
1(t)&, to
use in Eq. ~9!, or the function C(t)5^FPˆ
1(T)uFPˆ
1(T1t)& to
use in Eq. ~11!, was calculated. The propagation time T was
determined by the desired resolution of the Fourier trans-
form. The total amplitude of the wave function in the product
region stopped changing for times greater then t053, accord-
ing to the criterion
U E
0
`
uF1~s ,t1dt !u2ds2E
0
`
uF1~s ,t !u2dsU,1028.
~37!
The time of the projection need not be the same as the propa-
gation time T; in principle, the projection can be performed
at t0 and the correlation function computed by propagating
the wave function backwards in time from t0 to t50 and
forwards in time from t0 to time T , with the total time long
enough to obtain the desired resolution in N(E). The quan-
tum transmission probabilities are presented in Fig. 2. As one
can see, a single wave packet gives a good description of the
dynamics from energies in the tunneling regime to those far
above the barrier energy.
C. Using the semiclassical propagator of Herman and
Kluk
Semiclassical wave packet propagation methods, pio-
neered by Heller,28,29 are the natural companion to the time
dependent approach to scattering. To calculate the correla-
tion function here we use semiclassical propagator of Her-
FIG. 1. Scattering on a one-dimensional barrier; ~a! at t50 an initial wave
packet uF~0!& ~shaded! starts moving towards the barrier ~solid line on all
panels!; ~b! at time t5T the wave packet uF(T)& ~shaded! is split into two
parts: the reactive part is on the right side of the barrier and the nonreactive
part is on the left side; ~c! the nonreactive part of the wave packet is dis-
carded since the transport of the amplitude towards the product region is
stopped, Pˆ uF(T)&; ~d! the reactive part of the wave packet uPˆ F(T)&
~shaded! is propagated back in time from t5T to t50 and its autocorrela-
tion ^Pˆ F(T)uPˆ F(T2t)& ~long dashed line 2uPˆ F(T)&! or the correlation
with the initial wave packet ~short dashed line! ^F(0)uPˆ F(T2t)& is com-
puted.
FIG. 2. Transmission probability N(E) for the Eckart barrier,
V(x)516 cosh22(1.3214x), obtained quantum-mechanically using Eq. ~9!
with one projection operator Pˆ ~short dashed line!, using Eq. ~11! with two
projection operators Pˆ 2 ~long dashed line!, and analytical result ~solid line!.
N(E) is plotted on a logarithmic scale.
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man and Kluk ~HK!,30,31 that has been rederived by Kay32–34
and successfully applied to a number of problems.35–40 The
HK propagator is a superposition of the contributions from
classical trajectories ~in one dimension!,
Ksc~s8,t;s ,0!
5E E dpidqi2p\ Rqpte iSqpt /\gg~qt ,pt ,s8!gg*~qi ,pi ,s !,
~38!
gg~qt ,pt ,s !5S gp D
1/4
expS 2 g2 ~s2qt!21 i\ pt~s2qt! D ,
~39!
Rqpt5AdetS 12 S ]pt]pi 1 ]qt]qi2 ig\ ]qt]pi 1 i\g ]pt]qi D D ,  ~40!
and qt and pt are the coordinates and momenta at time t of a
classical trajectory started with initial conditions qi and pi at
time zero. The sign in Eq. ~40! has to be chosen such that
Rqpt is a continuous function of time.32 Sqpt is the classical
action,
S~q ,p ,t !5E
0
t
~pt8q˙ t82H~pt8 ,qt8 ,t8!!dt8.  ~41!
The integration goes over all initial values (qi ,pi). In gen-
eral, g is a parameter. Here we chose it to be dependent on
the width of the wave function ~36! to be propagated, g
52a . Thus, the correlation function is a sum over the tra-
jectories
Csc~ t !5EE dsds8F1*~s8,0!Ksc~s8,t;s ,0!F1~s ,0!
5(
qp
Cqpt .
It is natural, in the context of semiclassical propagation,
to try to replace the quantum projection operator procedure
by a classical reactivity criterion, in which the contribution
of reactive trajectories to the correlation function is kept, and
that of nonreactive trajectories is discarded, i.e.,
Ccl~ t !5^F1~0 !uPˆ 1clF1~ t !&5(
qp
Cqptuqp ,  ~42!
with uqp defined as
uqp5 H 1 if q~qi ,pi ,t!2`!,0 and q~qi ,pi ,t!`!.00 if q~qi ,pi ,t!2`!,0 and q~qi ,pi ,t!`!,0.
~43!
For the one-dimensional case this criterion is equivalent to
keeping only trajectories started from the reactant side with
momentum towards the barrier and with energy greater then
the barrier top. We used this idea in Eq. ~9!, for the same test
problem and parameters as described in Sec. III B ~Gaussian
wave packet in the Eckart potential!. Unfortunately, the
agreement with the quantum results was poor ~Fig. 3!. It
turns out that the classical reactivity criterion is applicable
only when the reactive and nonreactive trajectories become
spatially separated. For earlier times the interference between
trajectories is crucial and classically reactive trajectories do
not adequately describe the semiclassical reactive wave func-
tion. We found that to obtain satisfactory accuracy we had to
re-expand the propagated-projected wave function at the
‘‘infinite future’’ in a new set of trajectories and propagate it
back in time, calculating the overlap with the initial reactant
wave function. The new set of trajectories covered a big
section of the phase space, since the wave function at the
infinite future is spread; the re-expansion weighting coeffi-
cients for every new trajectory were calculated once at t
5T . An alternative is to calculate the autocorrelation func-
tion shifted in time by T , in which case the initial set of
trajectories can be reused, but summation over two sets of
trajectories needs to be performed at every time step to com-
pute Ca
sc(t). If we use the explicit expression for the semi-
classical propagator, Eq. ~38!, and a Gaussian for the initial
wave function, Eq. ~36!, we have
Ca
sc~ t !5^Pˆ 1Fa
1~T !uPˆ 1Fa
1~T1t !&
5~2p\!21 (
uvqp
f ~qi ,pi ,s0 ,p0! f ~ui ,v i ,qT ,pT!
3 f *~ut ,v t ,qT ,pT!e ~i/\!~Suvt2SqpT!RqpT* Ruvtuqpuuv ,
~44!
where
f ~q ,p ,u ,v !5expS 2g4 ~q2u !22 14\2g ~p2v !2
1
ı
2\ ~q2u !~p1v ! D .
In practice, this means that a set of trajectories $qi ,pi% sam-
pling the initial wave packet Fa
1(0) is propagated until time
T , when the bifurcation of the wave packet is complete; at
this point all the information about the trajectories at time T
is stored. Now the trajectories $qT ,pT% are relabeled as
$ui ,v i% and propagated further forward in time. Since in Eq.
~44! we propagate both bra and ket up to time T we have two
FIG. 3. Comparison of the autocorrelation function C(t) of the projected
wave function for the Eckart barrier used in Eq. ~11!, obtained semiclassi-
cally with the Herman–Kluk propagator ~short dashed line!, semiclassically
with the classical reactivity criterion ~long dashed line! and quantum-
mechanically ~solid line!. The real part of C(t) is plotted.
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summations over the set $q ,p%, one describing the stationary
wave packet F(T), and the other over the set $u ,v%, describ-
ing the further evolution of F(T1t) in time. Due to the
Heaviside functions, the nonzero contribution comes only
from the reactive trajectories. At time T the bifurcation is
already complete and there can be no interference between
reactive and nonreactive trajectories. Thus, we can write just
uqp or uuv in Eq. ~44! instead of their product. This is
equivalent to the statement that after time T the property
P125P1 is fulfilled. Semiclassically, propagation forward
in time into the asymptotic region is convenient since there is
no concern about the grid size and the propagation is simpler
in the asymptotic region. Here we used 1000 classical trajec-
tories, equally spaced in position q and distributed in mo-
mentum p as p252V01p0
2 with equally spaced p0 . The
semiclassical correlation function is shown in Fig. 3. The
semiclassical transmission probability is shown in Fig. 4 and
compared with the analytical result. The two semiclassical
~HK! calculations are about of the same accuracy, giving the
correct general picture but underestimating tunneling and de-
viating slightly from unity in the high energy region.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we derived a correlation function expres-
sion for the initial-state-selected total reactive probability,
Na(E), which contains a projection operator for products.
We showed how this formula, summed over initial states,
gives the well-known trace formula of Miller et al. for the
cumulative reaction probability. Our approach has the advan-
tage of negligible storage and just a single Fourier transform,
which is important in many dimensions. This approach does
not require calculation of the product eigenstates; moreover,
the propagation time may be significantly shorter than that
required for the calculation of state-to-state S-matrix ele-
ments since it is not necessary to propagate all the way to the
product asymptotic region. This is especially important if the
potential is long range or if the number of product channels
is significantly greater than the number of reactant channels.
The method can be implemented quite efficiently with
quantum-mechanical propagation methods. We demonstrated
it on the scattering from the one-dimensional Eckart barrier,
using the quantum-mechanical propagator. We then imple-
mented the correlation function expression semiclassically,
using the Herman–Kluk propagator, and achieved results of
the same accuracy as with the Tannor–Weeks formulation
for the S-matrix reported earlier.3 However, we found that a
semiclassical criterion for the reactive wave function, keep-
ing only the contribution from classically reactive trajecto-
ries, cannot be substituted for the quantum projection opera-
tor on the wave function; we had to propagate the
semiclassical wave function until bifurcation was complete,
project in position space, and then propagate forwards to
calculated the autocorrelation function. This procedure re-
quires calculating cross overlaps of a large number of Gaus-
sians at each time step, and is computationally expensive.
Alternatively, we found that the semiclassical method was
accurate if the reactive wave function was re-expanded in a
new set of classical trajectories after the projection step,
propagated backwards, and overlapped with the initial
Gaussian incoming state; the re-expansion is done only once,
but again requires cross overlaps between a large number of
Gaussians. The number of overlaps is prohibitive in more
than one dimension; for example, on the order of (105 – 106)2
for the hydrogen exchange reaction.39 Finally, we note that
quantum mechanically or semiclassically, the method is not
expected to be efficient for problems with narrow reso-
nances, which inherently involve long time propagation at
the transition state.
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